
LITERATURE-BASED COOKING IN THE CLASSROOM
(Musselwhite, 2004)

Book Cooks 1& 2:  Literature-Based Classroom Cooking. (Bruno, 91).  
These recipe books relate fun cooking activities to books for students.  Book 1 is 
for  ages 4-8 (ex:  Very Busy Spider = Marshmallow Spiders).  Book 2 is for 
grades 4-6 (ex:  Charlotte’s Web = Sweet Charlotte).  Each recipe includes:  1) 
Book synopsis;  2) Extension activities for student chefs;  3) Lists for ingredients, 
utensils/supplies;  4) Related Literature;  5) Clear picture-based recipe, with a place 
to write in a message to parents.  Creative Cooking Press, Inc,  ISBN: 9992289988

Book Cooks:
On My Walk / Very Hungry Caterpillar

Sample Recipe-of-the-Week
www.themailboxcompanion.com

Kinder-Krunchies:  healthy Snack Recipes for Children.  (Jenkins, 1982).
Picture recipes abound in this 123 page book from Discovery toys.  Each recipe includes:  Hand-drawn picture 
recipe (typically 1-6 numbered steps) plus follow-up activities:  “What do you think?” (ex:  after making 
‘Monster Toast’ What Happens to the milk?), Discovery Toys.  ASIN: 9996700305 

Cup Cooking:  Individual Child-Portion Picture Recipes (Johnson, 2001).
This book offers individual child-portion picture recipes.  The author shares the value of cup cooking and 
describes potential skills to be learned through cooking individual portions.  Recipes provide sequenced 
drawings, to be enlarged for classroom use, such as:  stuffed celery and peanut honey balls.  Supplemental 
materials (large recipe charts) are also available.  Gryphon House  ISBN: 0960439048.

Mary Bee Cookbooks.  (Buckman, 1988).  
This series includes :  Alphabet Cookbook (ISBN: 1879414031), Animal 
Cookbook (ISBN: 1879414015), Count and Cookbook (ISBN: 
1879414007), Shape and Cookbook (ISBN: 1879414023), and Holidays 
Cookbooks.  Each recipe includes:  1) Simple picture menu;  2) Shopping list;  
3) Literacy-related extension activity.  These recipe books are ideal as each 
provides a picture that can be placed on a single-message device (‘Hey, look, 
we’re making _____!’), they are simple and appropriate for snack, and each 
page can be cut apart and sequenced.   A Spanish-language version is also 
available.  Mary Bee Creations, 970 Folsum St., San Fran, CA  94107.

Cooking with Kids. (Latch School, 2000).  
Each month offers 2-4 recipies, many tied to favorite children’s book (ex:  Kitty 
Cookie to accompany ‘If You Gave a Mouse a Cookie’).  Features include:  Wanted 
sign listing ingredients;  step by step directions with a drawing for each; laminated 
pages, perfect for repelling spills or fingerprints!

Mailbox Companion. 
www.themailboxcompanion.com
Fun recipes are available every week.  
The Mailbox Companion is a pay 
subscription newsletter with a range of 
materials that can be  downloaded, 
including a recipe each week. As shown 
in the illustration, the colored step by 
step picture recipes can be printed and 
cut apart.

I Can Cook, Too! (Mervine, Burton, & Mark, 1995).
This 330 page book offers 45 units of recipes for symbol 
users.  Each recipe includes:  target vocabulary, fine 
motor skills, adaptations, ingredients & equipment lists, 
‘Before You Cook’ ideas, step-by-step symbolized 
instructions, and symbol pages.  Also available in CD 
format!  MayerJohnson Co:  ISBN: 1884135196 

I Can Cook Too!
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Other Fun Cookbooks for Children & Youth

Alphabake!  A Cookbook & Cookie Cutter Set (Pearson & Kurisu, 1995).  
This set contains 26 letter shaped cookie cutters, a tin cookie sheet, and a  book with twenty easy 
recipes and activities. Dutton Books:  ASIN: 0525454616.

The Boxcar Children Cookbook.  (Blaine, et al, 1991).
Recipes in this book are related to incidents in the Boxcar series.  96 pp. Albert Whitman & Co:  
ISBN: 080750856X 

Building On Books.  (Hayes, Leone, and Faggella, 1987).
Like many of the current genre of books offering supportive or extension literacy activities, this 
one offers several related to cooking. First Teacher, Inc.,  800-341-1522 

Concept Cookery:  Learning Concepts through Cooking.  (Faggella et al, 1986).
This book offers more than 50 recipes designed to help students develop basic skills.   First 
Teacher Books:  ISBN: 0961500514.

Kids Cooking:  A Very Slightly Messy Manual.  (Klutz Press, 1987).
This 45-recipe book is printed on wipe-off paper!  It has very fun recipes, from Frozen 
Banananoids to Tuna Wiggles.  78 pp.  Klutz Inc:  ISBN: 0932592147 

The Little House Cookbook:  Frontier Foods from Laura Ingalls Wilder’s Classic 
Stories.  (Walker, 1995)
This book presents more than 100 authentic recipes of pioneer food that is described in the pages 
of the “Little House” series.  256 pages.  Harper Collins:  ISBN: 0060264187.

The Magic School Bus Gets Baked in a Cake:  A Book About Kitchen Chemistry 
(Cole, et al, 1995).
This book shares recipes about ‘edible chemistry’ in conjunction with a story from the magic 
school bus series. Science & cooking combine for fun for students ages 4-8.
Scholastic:  ISBN: 0590222953.

Moose Tracks, Bear Tracks, and Other Alaska Kidsnacks  (Bugni, 1999).
Doing a unit on the Arctic?  This 32 page book includes fun snack recipes for children ages 4 - 8.  
Samples are Artic Animal Crackers, Glacier Ice, and Kayaks.  
Sasquatch Books.  ISBN: 1570612145 

The Nancy Drew Cookbook:  Clues to Good Cooking.  (Keene, 1973).
This book is suggested somewhat "tongue in cheek".  However, it has fun recipes related to the 
books in the original Nancy Drew series.  Great or home purchase for students who are Nancy 
Drew fans!  Price Stern Sloan Pub:  ASIN: 0448028565

Pretend Soup and Other Real Recipes:  Preschoolers and Up  (Katzen & Henderson, 1994)
This cookbook is a collaboration by Mollie Katzen (of Moosewood cookbooks fame) and educator 
Ann Henderson.  It is a classic with lots of fun recipes with easy-to-follow pictures.  Tricycle 
Press:  ISBN: 1883672066

Reading Activities Project for Older Students, RAPS.  (Musselwhite, 1993).
This set provides 10 stories intended for adolescents with special needs.  Each story includes 
simple graphics and picture symbols, plus a 36-location symbol page (overlay for a Wolf Cap), 
with suggested activities for art, cooking, role playing, computer, etc.  A songbook / tape are 
available.  Musselwhite:  www.aacintervention.com
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